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Dealing with finite resolution and resources. As with all HPC simulations of physical systems, cosmological simulations of galaxy formation [1, 8] are limited by insufficient
computational resources. It is possible to directly follow the equations of gravity and gas
dynamics either at high resolution in a small volume or at low resolution in a large volume.
However, key processes of interest often result from the interplay of large scale environments and small scale physics. Drawing from the ongoing revolution in AI (specifically,
Deep Learning, DL, e.g., [3]) it is becoming possible to bridge this gap from large to small
scales. Neural Networks (NNs) have been developed that can learn from high resolution
image data [2, 5], and then make accurate super resolution versions of different low resolution images. We are beginning to apply these techniques [6] to physical modeling in
HPC simulations. The ideas are generally applicable, and our own use case is cosmological
hydrodynamics, leading to super resolution modeling of galaxy and black hole formation.
Training Generative Networks. The heart of these AI-assisted simulations are Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [4, 7]. A GAN is a class of DL system in which two
NNs contest against each other in a game: the generative network generates candidates
while the discriminative network evaluates them. Given a training set, this technique learns
to generate new data with the same characteristics as the training set. GANs can be used
to generate entirely new data from initially random inputs, or in the case of super resolution simulations we use low resolution full hydrodynamics data as input to the generative
network and produce data statistically consistent with high resolution simulations below
the resolution scale. Training sets are generated by running simulations at different native
resolutions, and results from different physics codes can be combined.
The path to hybrid AI/hydrodynamic modeling. Three different approaches are
being tried, in increasing order of complexity (i) enhancement of simulated galaxy images; (ii) post processing augmentation of simulated three dimensional gas, dark matter
and stellar density fields; and (iii) training and super resolution modeling inside running
simulations (”on the fly”) which allows for causal feedback between the generated and
physically simulated scales. .
On-chip AI: The suites of super resolution models will make use of on-chip AI instructions becoming available in HPC, such as Intel’s AVX-512 Vector Neural Network
Instruction set available on the Cascade Lake processors used in the NSF’s Frontera. Such
technology holds great promise to study problems where large scales and high resolution
are closely linked. In the case of astrophysics these super resolution simulations will bridge
the gap in scales between the formation of stars, planets and black holes and the dark
matter and dark energy that dominate the large-scale structure of the Universe. Our
understanding of both ends of this range — from small to large — will increase as a result.
Impact on NSF Cyberinfrastructure We will be running AI algorithms inside advanced physics simulations, with training and use happening in real time, as the AI will
affect the running simulation and learn from it at the same time. This level of coupling
between AI and direct physical modeling is unprecedented and should lead to advances in
the ways that AI can be used. Flexible tightly coupled systems of GPUs and CPUs with
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on-chip NN would be ideal resources for both NN training farms, and on the fly AI/fluid
dynamics runs. If this work fulfills its promise it could revolutionize the use of AI-enabled
chips in exascale high performance computing.
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